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 Appreciation for local artisans,

handmade products, and sustainable

luxury has increased around the globe

and various artisanal communities are

becoming a part of the mainstream

decor market. The mere idea of this

incredible fusion of style and

sustainability is winning hearts and

connecting different cultural and

traditional artworks around the

world.You can now access the world’s

most wonderful handmade creations

inspired by various cultural themes

coming from different parts of the

globe. After all, we may have indulged

in modern lifestyles but the deep

connection with our roots and tradition

always remains intact with us. 

Keeping a balance between classic

conventional styles and modern

reinvented norms, Whispering Homes

brings you the most beautiful wall

basket collection ever. Presenting a

sustainable approach to creativity, wall

baskets are a wonderful epitome of

class and culture. 

The gradual shift of the masses

towards sustainability and opting for

methods which are eco-friendly and

cause minimal exploitation of the

environment has resulted in a huge

transformation in the home decor

industry. 
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TRANSFORMING
LIVES AND

INTRODUCING
TRENDS
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Rejoicing the idea of transforming
lives by appreciating and
encouraging the use of handmade
artisanal products is our main motive.
Whispering Homes love making a
difference by introducing one-of-a-
kind contemporary handmade
products into the home decor
industry. So we stumbled upon
classic Sabai grass wall basket pieces
curated with utmost love and
precision by artisans all around the
globe. Specifically looking out for
some chic sustainable home decor
product options, we instantly fell in
love with handwoven Sabai grass wall
baskets. We share the legacy and
essence of handmade products with
the masses by trying our best to
establish a bridge between the
artisans and the sustainable products
market.

Trust us! Sustainable luxury is more
popular and makes you fall in love
with the idea behind its curation. If
you are a handmade art aficionado
and love incorporating some or the
other glimpses of nature into your
surroundings then the Sabai grass
wall basket is truly the best option for
you to explore and step into the
world of sustainable living. We at
Whispering Homes strive to help the
local artisanal communities to reach
out to the world market and invest in
their long-lost traditional handmade
artworks. 

 This proves to be extremely beneficial
not only for the well-being of deprived
artisans but also propagates the idea
of sustainable living for the
environment. 
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We share the legacy and essence of handmade products with the masses by trying our
best to establish a bridge between the artisans and the sustainable products market.
This proves to be extremely beneficial not only for the well-being of deprived artisans but
also propagates the idea of sustainable living for the environment. 

H I N T  O F  T R U E  C R A F T S M A N S H I P !  



Coiled Basketry has been followed

since olden times when handwoven

products were an integral part of the

everyday life of a man. If we date

back, handmade products were

used for fulfilling various purposes.

Apart from storing things at home

and displaying produce at shops,

these were also used as aesthetics

for decorating different walls of a

home. Created using sustainable

materials like Sabai grass, these

were often painted and designed

with beautiful patterns in eccentric

circular shapes which also remains a

classic conventional style for wall

baskets even today.

Eco-friendly and reflecting a true

natural texture, handwoven Sabai

grass baskets are an amalgamation

of traditional craftsmanship that win

hearts and are genuinely bringing a

silent revolution in the home decor

industry. The aesthetic natural

charm and sense of belonging to

mother earth is celebrated through

these handwoven eclectic Sabai

grass wall baskets. You can give a

lively touch to the walls of your

home decor and vanish away all the

boredom and monotony in

surroundings. 
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Any handmade art becomes much more
special when you know the dedicated
procedure behind its creation. The essence
of human precision and understanding
reflects beautifully in handwoven art
products. You can feel the warmth and idea
that must be put behind while creating the
product by artisans. Discover the beautiful
symbolism of nature like Sabai grass,
unexpected color combinations, and
exciting patterns through handwoven
baskets made into eye-catching eccentric
circular shapes. The Sabai grass production
is growing worldwide and providing
livelihood to many generations of artisans.
The cultivation, braiding, and dyeing
procedures included in preparing Sabai
grass for weaving purposes have employed
women from different backward regions
and helped them become independent by
providing livelihood. 

The Sabai grass is harvested and then
dried sun to gain the proper texture for
wheezing various items like baskets,
ropes, and other handmade decor
products. It is then arranged in bundles
based on lengths. Afterwards, it is braided
into sleek braids that are perfect for
making baskets and indulging in coiled
basketry. Further, these baskets are dyed
using azo-free dyes that are made out of
natural items like flowers, vegetables, etc.
Beautiful patterns and designs are
handmade on these baskets to enhance
their visual appeal and are again dried in
the sun. Every process includes manual
work and handwork by experienced
artisans who are well-trained. 
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Dimensions 
Add a nice street vibe touch, showcase your love for specific color themes,
and reflect a true sense of sustainability through Sabai grass wall baskets.
Collection of designer patterns showcasing swirling patterns. Such eye-
pleasing and whimsical coiled structures not only add a splash of color to
your home decor but also bring an aesthetic eco-friendly charm into the
surroundings. You can’t get enough of the eclectic shades and minimalist
themes of these handmade masterpieces. Natural and sustainable,
Whispering Homes search for the best artisans who can deliver the best
traditional basketry and can also keep the ‘connected to roots’ essence
intact while designing. Respecting the dignity of labor and providing
deprived women with the opportunity to earn in far-off areas. 

Each piece is ethically made by connecting with the best artisans who
possess the art of handweaving Sabai grass baskets from generation to
generation. You can relive your love for handmade wall art by incorporating
a set of two or three Sabai grass wall baskets in your home decor. The
design and attention to detail in each piece give tribute to mother nature
and also justify the hard work and efforts put in by the artisans. 
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